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Although expression of some genes is known to change during neuronal activity or plasticity, the overall relationship of gene expression
changes to memory or memory disorders is not well understood. Here, we combined extensive statistical microarray analyses with
behavioral testing to comprehensively identify genes and pathways associated with aging and cognitive dysfunction. Aged rats were
separated into cognitively unimpaired (AU) or impaired (AI) groups based on their Morris water maze performance relative to young-
adult (Y) animals. Hippocampal gene expression was assessed in Y, AU, and AI on the fifth (last) day of maze training (5T) or 21 d
posttraining (21PT) and in nontrained animals (eight groups total, one array per animal; n � 78 arrays). ANOVA and linear contrasts
identified genes that differed from Y generally with aging (differed in both AU and AI) or selectively, with cognitive status (differed only
in AI or AU). Altered pathways/processes were identified by overrepresentation analyses of changed genes. With general aging, there was
downregulation of axonal growth, cytoskeletal assembly/transport, signaling, and lipogenic/uptake pathways, concomitant with upregu-
lation in immune/inflammatory, lysosomal, lipid/protein degradation, cholesterol transport, transforming growth factor, and cAMP
signaling pathways, primarily independent of training condition. Selectively, in AI, there was downregulation at 5T of immediate-early
gene, Wnt (wingless integration site), insulin, and G-protein signaling, lipogenesis, and glucose utilization pathways, whereas Notch2
(oligodendrocyte development) and myelination pathways were upregulated, particularly at 21PT. In AU, receptor/signal transduction
genes were upregulated, perhaps as compensatory responses. Immunohistochemistry confirmed and extended selected microarray
results. Together, the findings suggest a new model, in which deficient neuroenergetics leads to downregulated neuronal signaling and
increased glial activation, resulting in aging-related cognitive dysfunction.
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Introduction
Intense neuronal activity, synaptic plasticity, and learning/mem-
ory processes are associated with altered gene expression, in par-
ticular, with activation of some immediate-early genes (IEGs)
such as Bdnf, Arc, Homer 1, Gap-43, and Egr1/Zif268/NGFI-A
(early growth response 1/zinc finger protein/nerve growth factor
inducible-A) (Gall et al., 1991; Biewenga et al., 1996; Guzowski et
al., 2000; French et al., 2001; Steward and Worley, 2001; Vazdar-
janova et al., 2002; Bozon et al., 2003; Scharfman, 2005; Lynch et
al., 2007). Conversely, decreased IEG expression is seen in some

models of memory disorders (Dickey et al., 2003; Palop et al.,
2005; Rosi et al., 2005), including normal aging (Blalock et al.,
2003; Small et al., 2004). In addition, alterations in many other
genes and processes related to basic cellular functions, including
endocrine pathways, lipid metabolism, inflammation/oxidative
stress, and insulin signaling, have been associated with cognitive
dysfunction (Porter and Landfield, 1998; Green and Simpkins,
2000; Gemma et al., 2002; McGaugh and Roozendaal, 2002; Pet-
anceska et al., 2002; Wyss-Coray and Mucke, 2002; Blalock et al.,
2003; Dickey et al., 2003; Puglielli et al., 2003; Lu et al., 2004;
McGeer and McGeer, 2004; Verbitsky et al., 2004; Watson and
Craft, 2004; Griffin, 2006).

The relationships of such alterations in gene expression to
plasticity, and to synaptic posttranslational modification cas-
cades (Lynch et al., 2007), are not well understood. Nevertheless,
memory and memory disorders apparently involve highly com-
plex, multilevel networks, the elucidation of which will likely
benefit from a comprehensive understanding of associated gene
expression profiles. Gene microarrays provide a powerful tech-
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nology for addressing the complexity of memory systems, be-
cause they measure the simultaneous activity of thousands of
genes and can also identify alterations in specific cellular path-
ways (Mirnics and Pevsner, 2004; Blalock et al., 2005). To date,
microarray approaches have been used to study normal memory
processes (Cavallaro et al., 2002; Keeley et al., 2006) as well as
cognitive dysfunction in animal models of brain aging or Alzhei-
mer’s disease (AD) (Lee et al., 2000; Jiang et al., 2001; Blalock et
al., 2003; Dickey et al., 2003; Burger et al., 2007) or in AD brain
(Ginsberg et al., 2000; Loring et al., 2001; Pasinetti, 2001; Colan-
gelo et al., 2002; Mufson et al., 2002; Yao et al., 2003; Blalock et al.,
2004). However, although a number of potentially important
genes and processes have been identified, the training conditions,
subjects, statistical testing, and platforms have varied widely
across studies, and a consistent overview has not yet emerged (for
review, see Blalock et al., 2005).

Here, we combined well powered statistical microarray anal-
yses and behavioral testing under multiple conditions to identify
hippocampal expression profiles that reliably associate with
aging-related cognitive impairment or with generalized aging.
Aged learning-impaired rats were compared with aged unim-
paired (and young) rats, a strategy that enhances power and re-
duces confounding effects of general aging (Markowska et al.,
1989; Olton et al., 1991; Gallagher et al., 2003; Rowe et al., 2003).
We chose the Morris water maze task to screen the aged animals
because (1) it represents a (dorsal) hippocampal-dependent task
(Moser and Moser, 1998) and (2) we and others have consistently
found that there is considerable individual variability on this task,
with some aged animals demonstrating the same proficiency as
young animals and others exhibiting severe learning deficits (Yau
et al., 2002; Gallagher et al., 2003; Rowe et al., 2003; Tombaugh et
al., 2005). Together, the results provide an integrative overview of
multiple novel and previously reported processes that selectively
associate with aging-related cognitive impairment.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Young adult (4 – 6 months of age) and aged (24 –26 months of age) male
Fischer 344 (F344) rats were obtained from Hilltop Lab Animals (Scotts-
dale, PA). The animals were left undisturbed for a minimum of 1 month
in our facility until the beginning of behavioral testing. Rats were housed
in pairs in polycarbonate cages (45 � 30 � 18 cm) with corncob bedding
and maintained on a 12 h light/dark schedule (lights off at 7:00 P.M.).
Food (LabDiet 5001 rodent diet; LabDiet, Brentwood, MO) and water
were available ad libitum. Animal health was monitored by a veterinar-
ian. All procedures were conducted in accordance with local Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines.

Morris water maze training
Young and aged rats were separated into home cage [nontrained (NT)]
and behaviorally characterized groups. Aged animals in the behaviorally
characterized groups were separated into two categories, aged cognitively
impaired (AI) and aged cognitively unimpaired (AU) based on their
relative performance in the Morris water maze task as described previ-
ously (Tombaugh et al., 2005). Briefly, the maze consisted of a 1.6-m-
diameter circular pool filled to within 15 cm of the rim with water (22°C)
made opaque by the addition of nontoxic white latex paint (Createx
Colors, East Granby, CT). A circular Plexiglas escape platform (14.5 cm
in diameter) was located in the center of one of the quadrants of the pool.
The animals were given 15 trials over 5 consecutive days with the plat-
form submerged 2 cm below the surface of the water (three trials per day;
120 s maximum trial duration; 20 –30 min intertrial interval). On the last
training trial, a probe test was performed in which the retractable Plexi-
glas platform was pneumatically lowered out of reach of the rats for 30 s
and then returned to its original position for the remainder of the trial.
All latency, distance, and dwell-time measures were recorded and ana-

lyzed using a computer-based tracking system (San Diego Instruments,
San Diego, CA). On day 5 (�40 min after probe trial), rats were given an
additional four 60 s visible-platform trials in which the platform was
raised 2.5 cm above the water level, to test for visual, motivational, or
motor deficits that may have influenced performance. Rats that required
�40 s to reach the visible platform on any trial were excluded from
additional analysis. In the larger cohort from which our animals were
obtained, only �2% (5 of 224) of aged animals were excluded by this
criterion.

In addition, because stress, hypothermia, thigmotaxis, and swimming
time vary among aged animals (Issa et al., 1990; Mabry et al., 1995; Bizon
et al., 2001; Stoelzel et al., 2002) and might potentially influence gene
expression and/or water maze performance, we mitigated aspects of these
factors by several methods. Novel environment stress was compensated
for by extended (1 month) acclimation to the animal facility and 45– 60
min acclimation to the behavioral facility on each day. Hypothermia was
controlled for by providing warming lamps for cages during and after
sessions. Finally, experiments were performed in the morning, taking
advantage of previous findings that basal stress hormone levels do not
differ across young, aged impaired, and unimpaired animals during this
diurnal nadir (Issa et al., 1990; Rowe et al., 1998). We also carefully
monitored swimming speed and pattern.

The cognitive status of an aged animal was defined on the basis of its
latencies to find the submerged platform on days 3–5 of testing relative to
the mean latency of young controls. Because change in latency was usu-
ally maximal by the third day of training and latencies remained stable
across days 3–5 (Fig. 1), we used averaged day 3–5 latency as an index of
retention. An AI rat (n � 19) was defined as one whose mean latency
across days 3–5 differed by �3.0 SDs from that of young controls (Y). An
aged animal was considered AU (n � 20) if its mean latency score was
�0.5 SD from the mean of the young controls. Aged animals whose mean
escape latencies fell between these values (partially impaired) were not
used in any additional analyses. It should be noted that, consistent with
the view that latency across days 3–5 of training is a reliable test of reten-
tion, four measures of retention during the probe trial agreed closely with
the latency data and also strongly distinguished the selected AU and AI
animals (see Results). Cohorts of animals were run until group n values
were complete. AU and AI animals represented �20 and 40%, respec-
tively, of the aged population. Other groups of nontrained aged (NT-A)
and young (NT-Y) animals were analyzed in parallel to identify genes
that differed with aging under resting behavioral conditions (Fig. 1). For
more information on the classification and population data, see Tom-
baugh et al. (2002). Behaviorally characterized rats were killed by isoflu-
rane anesthesia 1 h after visible platform testing [fifth day of training
(5T)] or after a 21 d interval [21 d posttraining (21PT)], together with NT
animals maintained in home cages. Overall, this study comprised eight
treatment groups, each with n � 10 per group, except for the 21PT-Y and
21PT-AI groups, which had n � 9 each.

Microarrays
Sample RNA extraction, array hybridization, and quality control. Imme-
diately after the animals were killed, the dorsal half of the left hippocam-
pus (including dentate gyrus) was dissected free and frozen. Subse-
quently, mRNA was extracted, generating �11 �g of total RNA per
hippocampal sample, labeled, and hybridized to RAE-230A (Affymetrix,
Santa Clara, CA) GeneChips according to standard protocols. A total of
78 GeneChips were used in the present study (one chip per animal). All
arrays used performed within accepted parameters [data uploaded to the
Gene Expression Omnibus (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) with accession
number GSE5666], and no quality control variables differed significantly
across treatment (one-way ANOVA) (Table 1).

Microarray data filtering. Procedures used were similar to those used
previously (Blalock et al., 2003, 2004). Briefly, the Microarray Analysis
Suite 5 (MAS5) algorithm was applied using Affymetrix Gene Chip Op-
erating System software (GCOS version 1.1). All-probe-set scaling nor-
malization (target intensity 500) was applied, and presence call and signal
intensity values were copied to Excel (Microsoft, Seattle, WA) for addi-
tional analysis. Annotations were downloaded from the Affymetrix web-
site (July, 2005; augmented by a rat genome database search). For gene
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symbols represented by more than one probe
set (repeats), the probe set with the smallest test
statistic was used. Within-group outliers (�2
SD from the group mean) (Blalock et al., 2004)
were treated as missing values.

Immunohistochemistry
Young (3– 4 months) and aged (23–24 months)
male F344 rats, subjected to similar but not pre-
cisely the same training protocols as those in the
microarray studies, were used for immunohis-
tochemical (IHC) analyses. Rats were anesthe-
tized with sodium pentobarbital (80 mg/kg)
and transcardially perfused with cold buffered
0.9% NaCl. The brains were removed, and one
hemisphere was immersed in 4% paraformal-
dehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, over-
night, and then transferred to a 30% sucrose
solution for cryoprotection. The half brains
were cut into coronal sections (six 1-in-6 series
of 30 �m) using a freezing, sliding microtome.
The brain sections were immunohistochemi-
cally stained for Acyl-CoA-transferase
[ACAT-1 (gene symbol, Soat1)] (rabbit anti-
ACAT-1; Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI),
Tau-13 (mouse anti-Tau-13; Covance, Berke-
ley, CA), and Cathepsin D (goat anti-Cathepsin
D; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA)
antibodies and S100a4 (rabbit anti-S100A4;
Lab Vision, Fremont, CA). The sections for
Tau-13 and Cathepsin D antibody staining
were boiled in sodium citrate, pH 6, for 30 min.
Thereafter, the sections were transferred to a
solution containing the primary antibody
(mouse anti-Tau-13, 1:1000, 2 weeks in 4°C;
rabbit anti-ACAT-1, 1:500, overnight; goat
anti-Cathepsin D, 1:500, overnight), consisting
of Tris-buffered saline (TBS) with 0.5% Triton
X-100 added (TBS-T). After the incubation in
primary antibody, sections were rinsed three
times in TBS-T and transferred to the solution
containing appropriate secondary antibody
[goat anti-mouse biotin (Sigma, St. Louis,
MO); goat anti-rabbit biotin (Chemicon, Te-
mecula, CA); rabbit anti-goat biotin (Abcam,
Cambridge, MA)]. After 2 h, sections were
rinsed three times in TBS-T and transferred to a
solution containing mouse ExtrAvidin
(Sigma). After rinsing, the sections were incu-
bated for 3 min with nickel-enhanced DAB
(Kadish and Van Groen, 2002). All stained sections were mounted on
slides and coverslipped.

Statistics
Behavioral data. All statistical analyses for behavioral data were per-
formed using ANOVA, followed by pairwise comparisons (Tukey’s post
hoc test) when appropriate.

Statistical analysis and gene expression pattern assignment. Microarray
data were separated into three independent datasets corresponding to the
three training conditions under which animals were studied (NT, 5T, and
21PT), and each set was filtered and statistically analyzed separately (see
Fig. 2): NT, young versus aged groups were compared by t test; 5T and
21PT conditions, for each dataset, Y versus AU versus AI groups were
tested by one-way ANOVA (Blalock et al., 2003, 2004). All genes found to
differ significantly (at p � 0.05) across groups (hereafter termed identi-
fied genes) in the 5T or 21PT groups were assigned to a cognitive status
pattern (AI for impaired, AG for aging, and AU for unimpaired) (see Fig.
2). The AG pattern represented genes whose expression in aged animals
differed significantly from the Y group regardless of cognitive status (i.e.,
both AU and AI differed more from Y than from each other, AG pattern).

Table 1. Quality control measures

Mean � SEM p value

Noise 6.34 � 0.13 0.7
RawQ 3.52 � 0.06 0.792
SF 1.03 � 0.02 0.522
GAPDH (3�/5�) 1.23 � 0.01 0.126
260:280 1.69 � 0.02 0.554
RNA (�g/�l) 0.51 � 0.01 0.143
28S:18S 1.34 � 0.01 0.38
cRNA (�g) 81.81 � 1.38 0.374

Columns: measure, quality control/chip performance; average � SEM for all 78 chips (because none were
significant, results are not broken out according to treatment group); p value for one-way ANOVA across eight
groups (n � 9 –10 per group). Rows: Noise and RawQ, Affymetrix MAS5-derived measures of overall chip
noise and noise among background pixels, respectively; SF, scaling factor, multiplier used to artificially set
each chip to a target intensity of 500; GAPDH (3�/5�), on-chip measure of the ratio of signal intensities for the
3� and 5� ends of the �housekeeping� gene glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; 260:280, ratio of
the spectrophotometric absorbance at 260 (nucleic acid) and 280 (protein) nm wavelengths; �g/�l RNA,
RNA concentration (in �22 �l volume) extracted per hippocampus; 28S:18S, Agilent Technologies (Palo Alo,
CA) Bioanalyzer 2100 measured ratios of ribosomal RNA (values close to 1 indicate little to no degradation of
RNA); cRNA, total �g labeled RNA generated from 8 �g of tissue RNA.
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Figure 1. Overview of experimental design. Young and aged rats were randomly assigned to 5T (killed on the last day of
training), 21PT (killed 21 d after end of training), or NT groups. Between days 0 and 5, 5T and 21PT animals were trained on the
Morris water maze. Bottom left inset, Performance on the water maze, relative to Y animals, was used to discriminate between AU
and AI animals (see Materials and Methods). Mean latency to platform is plotted versus training day (*p � 0.001). Overall, there
were eight training groups (NT-Y, NT-A, 5T-Y, 5T-AU, 5T-AI, 21PT-Y, 21PT-AU, and 21PT-AI; n � 9 –10 animals per group).
Microarray analysis on dorsal hippocampus was performed for all 78 animals (1 chip per animal).
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AI and AU patterns also differed with aging from the Y group but did so
selectively, by cognitive status [i.e., the AI group differed from the Y and
AU groups more than the latter differed from each other (AI pattern) or
the AU group differed most from the other two groups (AU pattern)]. To
assign a cognitive pattern to an identified gene, we determined which of
the three groups significantly differed most from the other two using
three planned post hoc linear contrasts (LCs):

LC �
	1/2Ya � 1/2Yb � Yc
ni

�MSE � �1/22 � 1/22 � 12
,

where Ya and Yb are the treatment means for the two groups being
combined, Yc is the treatment mean being contrasted, ni is the geometric
mean of the number of subjects within each of the three treatment
groups, and MSE is the mean squared error within groups. Ties in the LC
analysis were broken with the highest Pearson’s correlation of group
means with an idealized pattern template (see Fig. 2). Genes significant
by ANOVA for which pattern ties could still not be broken (11 genes
from 5T and 10 from 21PT analyses) were default labeled as AG pattern
genes.

Immunohistochemistry. Grayscale images of the appropriate areas (i.e.,
stratum pyramidale or stratum radiatum of hippocampus) were ac-
quired with an Olympus Optical (Tokyo, Japan) DP70 digital camera. To
facilitate comparable measurement, all images were acquired in one ses-
sion, and sections were stained simultaneously (in the same staining
tray). Two types of measurements were performed by an investigator
blinded to animal age: (1) optical density of the region of interest, using
ImagePro Plus (Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MD) and (2) counts of
labeled cells in a field, using Scion (Frederick, MD) NIH Image. All
density measurements were performed on a standardized area at three
different septotemporal levels in the dorsal hippocampus, at similar lat-
eromedial positions in area CA1.

Results
Maze learning performance
Figure 1 illustrates the basic experimental design of the study and
shows the results on which the primary unimpaired/impaired
distinction was based. The data confirm numerous previous
studies showing that aged animals generally do not perform as
well as younger animals in learning the water maze. Multiple
other measures of retention performance are shown in Table 2,
including latency and path length to find the submerged platform
on the last 3 training days (Fig. 1) as well as several probe trial
measures of spatial retention, including duration spent in the
platform quadrant, mean distance to the target, dwell time, and
latency to entry into the annulus-40 (a 20 cm radius circle extend-
ing from the center of the target; for additional details, see Tom-
baugh et al., 2002). Four of the five probe measures also clearly
distinguished AU from AI animals, whereas the fifth, path length
during the 30 s probe trial, did not differ in AI, indicating that the

AI animals swam as far as AU and Y but in the wrong regions
(Table 2).

To control for declining sensorimotor or motivational pro-
cesses that might contribute to impaired performance, visually
cued platform trials were conducted (see Materials and Meth-
ods). The mean swim times for the Y, AU, and AI rats did not
differ on the visually cued platform trials and were (mean �
SEM) 8.38 � 0.99, 9.13 � 0.62, and 10.4 � 0.88 s, respectively
( p � 0.24, one-way ANOVA). As noted, nearly all AI and AU
(�97%) reached criterion on the cued task. These data suggest
that the altered ability of the AI animals to locate the submerged
platform was not attributable to visual, motor, or motivational
deficits or to interference from fatigue or stress.

There is evidence that aged animals, particularly AI animals,
exhibit prolonged stress responses, or greater susceptibility to
fatigue or hypothermia, which conceivably could exert noncog-
nitive effects that differentially influence an aged rat’s ability to
find the platform (Issa et al., 1990; Mabry et al., 1995; Porter and
Landfield, 1998; Bizon et al., 2001; Stoelzel et al., 2002). As noted,
however, the AI animals were not impaired in the visual cued task
at the end of training (5T) and did not differ in probe trial path
length. Moreover, a number of studies have shown that spatial
water maze learning impairment in aged rats can be generalized
to other spatial tasks and species (Gallagher and Rapp, 1997;
Burke and Barnes, 2006) and is similar to the cognitive deficit
after dorsal hippocampal lesions in young animals (Moser and
Moser, 1998; Gould et al., 2002). Thus, the maze performance
deficit in AI animals appears to reflect a primary cognitive im-
pairment and is at least partly analogous to that seen after hip-
pocampal lesions. Accordingly, if stress influenced performance
in the present study, it apparently did so by impacting cognitive
processes.

Identification of genes varying with aging/cognitive status
under each training condition
Figure 2 illustrates the analysis flow chart and algorithm used to
identify genes altered with aging and/or cognition. The expres-
sion of each gene was tested for differences by three separate
statistical tests, one each across the groups in the NT (t test), 5T
(ANOVA), and 21PT (ANOVA) training conditions. For genes
identified as significantly different ( p � 0.05) across the three
groups at the 5T or 21PT points, post hoc linear contrast analyses
(see Materials and Methods) were used to assign one of three
possible cognitive status patterns, AG, AI, or AU, to each signif-
icantly different gene (Fig. 2). Genes identified as different with
age between the two NT groups were classified as simply upregu-
lated or downregulated with aging.

Table 2. Behavioral measures on the water maze for all six trained groups

5T-Y 21PT-Y 5T-AU 21PT-AU 5T-AI 21PT-AI p value

Day 3–5 average
Latency (s) 10.9 � 1.7 10.5 � 1.4 16.2 � 0.8 16.8 � 0.6 50.1 � 2.5* 54.9 � 4.7* 1.2E-22
Path length (cm) 270 � 40 253 � 32 372 � 14 395 � 19 1146 � 59* 1230 � 90* 6.8E-24
Velocity (cm/s) 26.0 � 1.1 24.6 � 1.3 23.1 � 0.4 23.6 � 1.0 22.9 � 0.4 22.6 � 0.4 0.0526

Probe trial
Dwell in annulus (s) 6.3 � 0.7 5 � 0.5 4.7 � 0.6 3.8 � 0.4 1.7 � 0.3* 1.3 � 0.3* 9.4E-10
Mean distance to goal (cm) 35.3 � 1.8 41.6 � 2.3 41 � 2.8 43.7 � 2.4 51.6 � 1.5* 50.6 � 2.4* 1.6E-05
Path length (cm) 734 � 23 695 � 28 656 � 11 694 � 28 670 � 29 661 � 15 0.1838
Annulus entry latency (s) 5.3 � 1.3 5.6 � 1.3 8.1 � 1.0 5.6 � 0.5 18.7 � 3.5* 17.6 � 3.5* 7.5E-06
Time in goal quadrant (%) 48.6 � 3.2 42.7 � 3.5 41.7 � 4.5 39.8 � 2.9 25.9 � 3.2* 28.7 � 3.7 0.0001

The discrimination of AU and AI animals was based primarily on latency (top row) and confirmed by other measures. Day 3–5 average (averages of measures taken during days 3–5 of training): Latency, latencies to platform; Path length,
distance of path to goal platform; and Velocity, path length/latency. Probe trial (measures taken during probe trial): Dwell in annulus, time spent in goal annulus; Mean distance to goal, average distance from goal annulus; path length,
distance swum during probe trial; Annulus entry latency, time from maze entry to first goal annulus entry; Total time in quadrant, percentage of 30 s probe trial in goal quadrant. *p � 0.01 for pairwise AI versus AU and AI versus Y contrasts.
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Interpretation of cognitive
status patterns
AG-pattern genes exhibited a nonselective
aging pattern (both AI and AU differed
from Y by linear contrast) and appear to
reflect changes linked more closely to gen-
eralized aging processes than to cognitive
status. Consistent with this, AG patterns
occurred in many genes that also differed
with age in the NT condition, in which the
aged group presumably contained both
AU and AI animals.

AI-pattern genes differed in the AI an-
imals from both the Y and AU animals.
These genes were both aging dependent
(i.e., AI different from Y) and cognition
selective (AI also different from AU).
Thus, these genes changed primarily in
those aged animals showing impaired
cognition.

AU-pattern genes differed in the AU
animals from both the Y and AI animals.
These genes also were aging dependent
(AU different from Y) and cognition selec-
tive (AU also different from AI). Conse-
quently, AU-pattern genes changed the
most in aged animals that showed the least
behavioral change.

AI-pattern genes were emphasized in
this study because they represented genes
in which expression differences from Y
could be correlated with performance dif-
ferences from Y. Accordingly, AI-selective
changes appear most likely to be causally
related to, or at least vary directly with,
cognitive status in aged animal brain.
Nonetheless, it is clear that both AG-
pattern and AU-pattern genes also likely play important roles in
aging-related cognitive decline as either general aging alterations
that set the stage for specific impairment-linked changes or com-
pensatory changes that preserve cognitive function in the face of
generalized aging alterations, respectively. Therefore, in addition
to the full lists and category analyses of AI-pattern genes, similar
lists/analyses are provided for all AG-pattern and AU-pattern
genes (supplemental Tables A–C, available at www.jneurosci.org
as supplemental material).

Numbers of genes identified for each condition and
cognitive pattern
The t test of animals in the NT condition (NT-Y compared with
NT-A) identified 653 genes that differed significantly in the hip-
pocampal formation with aging (Fig. 2). Of these, more were
upregulated than downregulated with aging. In the animals killed
on the fifth day of training (5T), �1 h after the last trial (see
Materials and Methods), 746 genes were found to differ signifi-
cantly across the Y, AU, and AI groups. A large majority of these
(417) exhibited the AG pattern, whereas smaller numbers of
genes exhibited cognitively selective AI and AU patterns (Fig. 2).
As was the case for NT-identified genes, many more AG- and
AU-pattern genes were upregulated than downregulated among
altered genes. Interestingly, the only exception in any training
condition or pattern to this predominance of upregulated genes

with aging was for the 5T-AI-pattern genes, more than twice as
many of which were downregulated as were upregulated (Fig. 2).

In animals killed 21 d after the last (fifth) training session
(21PT), 847 genes were found to differ across Y, AU, and AI
animals, the large majority of which, 522, exhibited the AG
pattern. For all patterns at the 21 d point, more genes were
upregulated than downregulated with aging (Fig. 2).

Lists of identified genes
All genes identified under each training condition are listed in
supplemental Table A (available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material), classified by cognitive pattern. As shown in
Figure 2 (Venn diagram inset), many genes showed overlap
across conditions, differing significantly among groups at more
than one training condition. Some overlapping genes exhibited
the same pattern at 5T and 21PT, whereas others showed differ-
ent cognitive patterns in the different conditions. For ease of
reference, supplemental Table B (available at www.jneurosci.org
as supplemental material) lists in alphabetical order by gene sym-
bol (along with the title/protein name of each gene) all identified
genes and summarizes all conditions in which they were identi-
fied and the patterns they exhibited under those conditions.

Identification of functional processes and pathways
To facilitate inferences regarding which cellular pathways and
functional processes were altered, we performed overrepresenta-
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Figure 2. Flowchart of array analyses and pattern assignment. The number of gene probe sets to be tested was filtered by
excluding expressed sequence tags and genes rated absent (see Materials and Methods). Three separate statistical analyses were
performed (one each across NT, 5T, and 21PT conditions), and genes whose expression varied ( p � 0.05) among the groups for
any training condition were termed “identified genes.” Genes tested varied slightly for each test because of differences in absence
calls. Using post hoc tests (see Materials and Methods), significant genes identified in the 5T and 21PT ANOVAs were assigned to
one of three cognitive status patterns (bottom right): AG, both aged groups (AU, AI) differed from the young (Y) group; AI, the AI
group differed from the Y and AU groups; AU, the AU group differed from the Y and AI groups. Identified genes in nontrained
animals were categorized only by whether they were upregulated or downregulated with age. Top right, Venn diagram showing
overlap of genes that were identified in at least one analysis (NT, 5T, 21PT), regardless of cognitive pattern assigned.
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tion analyses on the identified genes. The Expression Analysis
Systematic Explorer (EASE) program assigns genes to functional
categories within the Gene Ontology (GO) hierarchical database
(Ashburner et al., 2000; Hosack et al., 2003) and determines
which categories in the Biological Process, Cellular Component,
or Molecular Function ontologies of GO are statistically overrep-
resented by identified genes. Genes in overrepresented categories
are coregulated to a greater degree than expected by chance,
thereby implying that a pathway associated with that category
may be altered. As a first step in our study, we conducted a sepa-
rate EASE analysis on each subset of identified genes exhibiting
the same aging/cognitive pattern and direction of change, for
each training condition (supplemental Table A, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). An EASE p value
�0.05 for a functional category was considered to reflect signifi-
cant overrepresentation, and EASE score p values �0.05 and
�0.15 were considered borderline significant. Supplemental Ta-
ble C (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material)
provides the complete EASE/GO analysis with all overrepre-
sented or borderline categories ( p � 0.15) and all genes populat-
ing each overrepresented category. [As can be seen in supplemen-
tal Table C (available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material), there is considerable cross-listing and redundancy of
genes across identified categories.] Thus, pathways/categories

were identified through overrepresentation analyses of genes
with the same pattern and under the same training condition.

Extension of pathway analysis by literature review
Despite its considerable value, the GO system is still being devel-
oped, and its structure does not include some types of associa-
tions (e.g., cell type and pathway targets). Additionally, many
annotated genes on the microarray chip have not yet been fully
associated with categories in the appropriate GO hierarchies.
Consequently, we extended and refined the pathway/process
analyses with extensive literature review to detect clusters of
genes with known pathway associations in either the identified
GO categories (supplemental Table C, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material) or the comprehensive
identified-gene lists (supplemental Tables A, B, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material) that were not found by
the EASE analyses.

Table 3 shows both the EASE/GO defined-categories [in nor-
mal type; some redundant or apparently uninformative cate-
gories are omitted (supplemental Table C, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material)] and the literature-
identified pathways (shown in boldface), under the training con-
dition and pattern in which most genes assigned to that pathway
were identified. Note that, although the same pathway often

Table 3. Functional categories/pathways altered with general aging and/or cognitive impairment

NT 5T 21PT

Downregulated

Receptor tyrosine phosphatase (P) AG patterns AG patterns
Signal transduction (P) Neurogenesis (P) Cell surface receptor (P)
Myosin/actin binding (C, F) Signal transducer/receptor (F) Coated vesicle/synapse (P,C)
Transcription factor activity (F) Ca2� signaling (P) Microtubule cytoskeleton/actin binding (C, F)
Axonal growth Steroid/nuclear receptor (C) Calcium ion binding (F)
Lipid uptake/synthesis Axonal growth Axonal growth

Lipid uptake/synthesis Lipid uptake/synthesis
Glucose oxidation

AI patterns AI patterns
G-protein-coupled receptors (P) G-protein-coupled receptor/response to stimulus (P)
Organogenesis (P)
IEG pathway
Shh/Wnt signaling
Lipogenesis
Glucose utilization
Insulin signaling

Upregulated

Immune response (P) AG patterns AG patterns
Ion homeostasis/ transport (P) Immune response (P) Immune response (P)
Lipid/protein metabolism/transport (�-oxidation) (P) Ion homeostasis/transport (P) Cell adhesion (P)
Lysosome (C) Lipid/ protein metabolism/binding (�-oxidation) (P, F) Neg. reg. transcrip. (P)
Growth factor activity (F) Lysosome (C) Lipid/protein metabolism (P)
Cholesterol transport (LXR) Cholesterol transport (LXR) Lysosome (C)
cAMP/PKA pathway Cholesterol transport (LXR)
TGF/BMP pathways cAMP/PKA pathway

Glycolysis
TGF/BMP pathways

AI patterns AI patterns
Oxidoreductase activity (F) Activation of cell proliferation (P)
Notch2 pathway Organogenesis (P)

Notch2 pathway
Myelinogenesis

AU patterns AU patterns
Receptor activity (P) Hydrolase activity (F)

Gene categories are listed under each training condition by cognitive pattern and direction of change of most of their populating genes. Many of the categories listed under general aging (AG/NT) patterns (e.g., Axonal growth, Immune
response) primarily comprised genes that were identified with AG/NT patterns under more than one training condition, whereas AI pattern pathways were more often identified under specific training conditions (e.g., IEGs at 5T).
Categories/pathways with high proportions of coregulated genes were identified with EASE-based overrepresentation analysis of the Gene Ontology Database (P, Biological Process; C, Cell Component; F, Molecular Function) and by
literature-based searches (boldface).
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appears under more than one condition, the genes populating the
category vary somewhat across conditions.

Genes/pathways altered with aging and cognitive status
In Table 3 and supplemental Table C (available at www.jneurosci.
org as supplemental material), limited examples of populating genes
are given parenthetically; see alphabetical supplemental Table B
(available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) for gene/
protein names of gene symbols.

Nontrained animals
Major functional categories and pathways found to be overrep-
resented by downregulated genes in hippocampus of aged NT
animals included signal transduction (Adrbk1, Arf5, Chn1,
Gucy1a3, Gucy1b3, Homer1, Htr5b, Plcb4, Plcg1, Rgs4, Rgs5,
Sstr2), with a heavy concentration of genes for receptor tyrosine
phosphatases (Ptpro, Ptpra, Ptprd, etc.). The latter play essential
roles in axonal outgrowth/guidance (Stepanek et al., 2005) and,
when combined with other axon guidance genes in the NT con-
dition, suggested downregulation of a major pathway for axonal
growth (Table 3). Other downregulated GO categories included
transcription factor activity, primarily growth-related (e.g., Jun,
Junb, Myc, E2f5, Nr4a2), actin/microtubule binding important
for neurite outgrowth and axon transport (Arc, Cfl1, Dbn1,
Myo5b, Pfn1, etc.), and lipogenesis/fatty acid utilization (Abcd2,
Acsl4, Cyp51, Fads1, Hsd11b1, Pnlip, Sult4a1, Vldlr, etc.). In
addition, a cluster of genes for epigenetic/transcriptional regula-
tion (Hdac2, Hdac3, Hnrpa1, Nap1l3) was present in the list of
NT-identified genes (for the complete list, supplemental Table A,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), al-
though not identified by the EASE analysis (supplemental Table
C, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

Overrepresented upregulated categories for NT-A included
ion (iron) homeostasis (Fth1, Fxyd1, Mt1a, Sgk, Tf), immune/
inflammation response, lipid metabolism, particularly the free
fatty acid �-oxidation pathway (Acadl, Decr2, Ech1), as well as a
group of genes important in the catabolism of ketogenic amino
acids (Fah, Kat2/Aadat2, Ivd, Qdpr). Upregulated categories also
included lysosomal activation (Acp2, Cln2, Ctsb, Ctsd, Ctsh, Ctsl,
Csts, Lamp2) and some growth factor activity, particularly of the
transforming growth factor (TGF)/bone morphogenetic protein
(BMP) pathways (e.g., Bmp6, Cntf, Igf2r, Tgfa, Tgfb2), likely
related to upregulated markers of astroglial activation (Gfap,
Vim). In addition to EASE-identified categories, relatively high
concentrations of genes for Ca 2�-binding S100 proteins (S100a4,
S100a6, S100a10, S100�), annexins (Anxa3, Anxa4, Anxa5,
Anxa7) and the cholesterol transport pathway (ApoE, Lcat,
Srebf1) were present in the NT-A up-list.

Trained animals, 5T condition
AG patterns
The categories populated by downregulated genes with 5T-AG
patterns included signal transduction (encompassing many of
the same neurite growth-related genes found in the NT condi-
tion), receptor activity, neurogenesis, and nuclear receptor activ-
ity (including the IEGs, Nr4a2, Nr4a3, and the mineralocorticoid
receptor gene Nr3c2). In addition, the literature-identified cate-
gories of axonal growth and lipid uptake/synthesis were, as in the
NT condition, highly represented (Table 3). Upregulated 5T-AG
processes again included immune/inflammation response, lipid
metabolism and lipid binding, lysosomal activation, and ion ho-
meostasis, as well as cholesterol transport (Table 3). Further-
more, multiple genes encoding pyruvate dehydrogenase kinases

(Pdk1, Pdk2, Pdk4), which inhibit pyruvate dehydrogenase
(PDH) and glucose oxidation, were upregulated at 5T.

AI patterns
Processes that were downregulated selectively in AI at 5T in-
cluded cell surface and G-protein-coupled receptors (Adcyap1,
Adora2b, Grm8, Htr5a, Htr7, Insr, Rgs4) and organogenesis (Ta-
ble 3), the latter including a number of IEG/growth-related genes
(Arc, Egr-1, Insr, Neud4, Smo, and Vgf). In addition to the EASE-
identified GO categories, inspection of our 5T-AI-identified gene
lists (supplemental Table A, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material) revealed a number of other insulin sig-
naling pathway genes (Insr, Irs1, Akt2, Ide, Stat5b) as well as
additional IEG/growth genes (Egr4, Ier5), indicating that IEG
and insulin signaling pathways were downregulated in AI ani-
mals. Additionally, a group of genes from the Shh (Sonic hedge-
hog)–Wnt (wingless integration site) pathways (Smo, Wnt5a,
Catnb, Fzd2), critical in growth/development, exhibited 5T-AI
(or 5T-AG) down patterns. Moreover, clusters of glycogenolytic/
glucose oxidation genes (Pdhb, Phka1, Phkg, Gck), lipogenic
genes involved in membrane synthesis (Dhcr7, Fads2, Rxrg,
Ugcg), and cAMP signaling genes (Adcy5, Adcyap1, Prkar2b)
were present in the 5T-AI down-list. A few important Ca 2� sig-
naling genes (Cacna1c, encoding the L-type channel � subunit,
and Camk2d) also were decreased selectively in AI. Upregulated
5T-AI processes included general oxidoreductase activity (Acads,
Akr7a2, Aldh9a1, Ivd, Th). In addition, multiple genes related to
Notch signaling, which is critical in developmental/differentia-
tion processes, were altered in AI, under either or both of the 5T
and 21PT conditions. These included Jag2, Adam17, and Notch2
(upregulated) and Notch1 and Neud4 (downregulated). The op-
posite regulation of Notch receptor subtypes may reflect oppos-
ing roles in differentiation (see Discussion).

AU patterns
No processes comprising downregulated genes with 5T-AU pat-
terns were clearly overrepresented in the EASE analysis. How-
ever, one upregulated 5T-AU process was receptor activity
(Gabarg3, Grik2, Htr3a, Nr4a1), consistent with several
signaling-related genes in the list (Adcy6, Gbp2, Ptprh). These
results may indicate that AU animals, when challenged, are able
to upregulate some receptor/signaling pathways to compensate
for the above-noted aging-related downregulation of signal
transduction activity in hippocampus (i.e., in NT and AG
patterns).

Trained animals, 21PT condition
AG patterns
Many of the categories populated by 21PT-AG-pattern genes
were the same as or similar to those found in the 5T-AG and NT
groups. Downregulated categories included cell surface recep-
tors, microtubule/cytoskeleton/actin binding, and Ca 2� ion sig-
naling/binding. Again, numerous genes involved in lipogenesis
(Cyp51, Lss, Scd1, Fads1, Hsd11b1) and fatty acid uptake/utili-
zation (Abcd2, Cpt1a, Lpl, Pnlip, Vldlr) were downregulated.
Upregulated processes again included immune/complement ac-
tivation, cell adhesion, lipid metabolism/transport, lysosomal ac-
tivation, cholesterol transport, particularly related to the liver X
receptor (LXR)–apolipoprotein E (ApoE) pathway (Nr1h2/Lxr,
Nr1d2, ApoE, Lcat, Soat1, Npc2, Srebf1), and cAMP signaling.
Furthermore, some glycolytic genes (Pygm, Hk2, Pfkm, Aldoc,
Aldoa) exhibited upregulation at 21PT, perhaps reflecting re-
bound processes.
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AI patterns
The GO categories downregulated in AI at 21PT again included
G-protein-coupled receptors and other signaling processes. How-
ever, some genes not assigned in the EASE analysis included several
important lipogenic (Dhcr7, Rxrg), growth-regulating (Cdk5, Ig-
fbp2, Igfbp3, Nell1, Ptpra), and Ca2� channel (Cacna2d3, Cacnb2)
genes. Upregulated AI-pattern GO processes included pathways for
organogenesis and cell proliferation, suggestive of activated growth
processes. Several genes in these categories (supplemental Table C,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) were re-
lated to myelinogenesis (e.g., Mobp, Plp). In addition, inspection of
the identified gene lists (supplemental Table A, available at

www.jneurosci.org as supplemental mate-
rial) revealed many other myelin/oligoden-
drocyte-related genes with 21PT-AI pat-
terns, collectively pointing to activation of
myelinogenic pathways. Furthermore, sev-
eral Notch signaling genes were again
upregulated.

AU patterns
Again, no downregulated GO processes
were identified among 21PT-AU genes.
However, some interesting genes were de-
creased selectively in AU (Akap8, Atp2a2,
Camk2a, Camkb, Fgfr1, Mapt, Mog). Hy-
drolase activity was found as an upregu-
lated category, primarily reflecting inclu-
sion of several phosphatases and other
signaling molecules. Additionally, other
signaling/growth molecules were in-
creased (Adra2c, Adrbk1, Calm1,
Camk2d, Gpr26, Gpr83, Grm2, Itpkb,
Mtap2, Mtap6, Nrg1, Pik3c2g).

Training dependence of identified
pathways (Fig. 3)
To compare genes/pathways across train-
ing conditions, expression values were
standardized. The standardized expres-
sion values for genes within identified
pathways (Blalock et al., 2003) were aver-
aged and plotted. Figure 3 shows these
plots for selected pathways and lists the
genes assigned to each pathway from
which the means were calculated. Genes
assigned within a pathway comprised the
genes populating that pathway under the
training condition(s) in which it was pri-
marily identified (Table 3), supplemented
by clearly related genes identified under
other conditions. Some pathways with ap-
parently related functions and similar
training dependence were combined in
these calculations and plots (e.g., Fig. 3, B,
glucose utilization with insulin signaling,
I, lipid oxidation with amino acid
degradation).

The effects of training condition and
group on each pathway plotted in Figure 3
were then tested by one-way ANOVA and
post hoc (Tukey’s) comparisons (note that
both the AU and AI groups used the same

NT-A group as baseline). Numerous comparisons were signifi-
cant at p � 0.05 (Fig. 3).

Results showed a clear distinction in training dependence be-
tween AI- and AG-pattern pathways. Nearly all processes
downregulated selectively in AI (Fig. 3 A, B, IEGs, glucose uti-
lization, insulin signaling) were decreased after intense train-
ing (5T point) and recovered to the AU level by 21PT. How-
ever, expression in the Y and AU groups remained relatively
steady or rose modestly at 5T.

In contrast, pathways/processes upregulated selectively in AI
(Notch signaling, myelinogenesis) were sustained at 21PT (Fig.
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Figure 3. Training dependence of several key identified pathways from Table 3. Shown are the means � SEM of the stan-
dardized expression values for identified genes populating each pathway, along with a list of those genes. Top panels, Pathways
populated primarily by genes with cognitively selective (AI) expression patterns. Bottom panels, Pathways reflecting
genes with general aging (AG) expression patterns. Left, Downregulated pathways. Right, Upregulated pathways. Note
that pathways downregulated in 5T-AI animals generally recovered within 21 d (A, B), whereas AI-selective differences in
upregulated pathways were sustained at 21PT (F, G). (*p � 0.05 difference between that group and the other two groups
at that training condition; �p � 0.05 difference between that point and the NT point for that pathway; †p � 0.05
difference between Y and AI only at 21PT).
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3F,G). In fact, for myelinogenesis, the AU
and AI groups differed only at 21PT. Thus,
downregulated and upregulated AI-
selective pathways were both training sen-
sitive but showed different posttraining
patterns.

AG-pattern processes, which did not
consistently distinguish AU from AI, ex-
hibited changes that were essentially train-
ing independent. Pathways and genes ex-
hibiting generalized aging changes
frequently differed in aged animals from
the Y group whether assessed under NT,
5T, or 21PT conditions (Table 3, Fig.
3C–E,H–J).

Immunohistochemical confirmation
and extension
IHC methods were used to confirm the in-
ferred cell-specific localization of expres-
sion and the quantitative microarray find-
ings and to determine whether protein
expression generally follows gene expres-
sion. We selected four genes with com-
mercially available characterized antibod-
ies, for testing by IHC methods.
Immunolabeled hippocampal sections
from young (3– 4 months; n � 9) and aged
(23–24 months; n � 10) animals (see Ma-
terials and Methods) were analyzed by op-
tical density measurement. To enhance
IHC detection, we selected four proteins for which the encoding
genes increased with aging as noted, and these proteins (with
associated gene symbols) were Acyl-CoA-transferase (also
termed Sterol-O-transferase) (Soat1) (seen here in astrocytes
and some neurons), microtubule-associated protein Tau-13
(Mapt) (in neurons), S100A4 (S100a4) (in glial cells), and
Cathepsin D (Ctsd) (in glia and neurons). For each protein
examined, expression was found to change significantly with
age (unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t test) in the same direc-
tion (up) as for the encoding gene: SOAT1/ACAT-1, p �
1.45 � 10 6; MAPT, p � 0.03; S100A4, p � 1.27 � 10 10;
CTSD, p � 1.0 � 10 5. (Representative examples of SOAT1/
ACAT1 and MAPT density and distribution in young and aged
rat sections are shown in Figure 4.)

Statistical reliability
The three statistical analyses of microarray results for the three
different training conditions (NT, 5T, 21PT) showed false dis-
covery rates (FDRs) of 0.23– 0.29 (Fig. 2). The FDR, which is the
ratio of the false positives expected from multiple comparisons to
total positives observed, is also the approximate probability that
any one gene identified is a false positive (Benjamini et al., 2001;
Miller et al., 2001; Mirnics and Pevsner, 2004; Blalock et al.,
2005). However, confidence in microarray data are often much
higher than implied by the FDR, because it is bolstered by path-
way/category analysis (Fig. 3) (supplemental Table C, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), which can show
that genes functionally related to one another or linked by path-
way are disproportionately coregulated (overrepresented among
identified genes) (Mirnics and Pevsner, 2004; Blalock et al.,
2005). Importantly, statistical identification of a gene in a second
independent analysis indicates much greater reliability (Blalock

et al., 2005), because the probability that a gene will be identified
by chance in two independent studies is the product of the two p
values used (e.g., 0.05 � 0.05 � 0.0025). Therefore, the many
overlapping genes (Fig. 2, Venn diagram) identified in more than
one of the three analyses here (supplemental Table B, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) and the pathways
they represent are likely to be particularly reliable. Moreover,
many of the same pathways were identified in more than one
analysis (Table 3), and many also were identified in a previous
study (Blalock et al., 2003). Finally, the expression of four pro-
teins encoded by genes identified here all agreed statistically and
visually (Fig. 4) with the microarray data for the related genes.
Consequently, the results reported here appear to be highly
reliable.

Discussion
The present work provides a comprehensive overview of the mo-
saic of hippocampal gene expression changes associated selec-
tively either with aging-dependent cognitive impairment or non-
selectively with general aging. Moreover, because this study was
relatively well powered, thereby reducing false negatives and in-
creasing detection of true positives (Fig. 2), the identification of
altered pathways/processes was also facilitated considerably
(Mirnics and Pevsner, 2004; Blalock et al., 2005).

A number of the processes identified here (Table 3) have been
implicated previously in normal or pathological brain aging (Bi et
al., 2000; Lee et al., 2000; Nixon et al., 2000; Jiang et al., 2001;
Gemma et al., 2002; Wyss-Coray and Mucke, 2002; Blalock et al.,
2003; Dickey et al., 2003; Peters and Sethares, 2003; McGeer and
McGeer, 2004; Verbitsky et al., 2004; Finch, 2005; Griffin, 2006).
In addition to previously described processes, however, the cur-
rent study identified novel pathways in brain and cognitive aging,

Young

SO

SO

SP
100 mµ

SP

SR

Aged
A. SOATA. SOAT B. SOATB. SOAT

C. MAPTC. MAPT D. MAPTD. MAPT

Figure 4. Immunohistochemical labeling of example proteins in coronal sections from dorsal hippocampus of young and aged
rats. A and B show SOAT1 (alias ACAT-1)-stained sections. C and D show MAPT (alias Tau-13)-stained sections. SO, Stratum oriens;
SP, stratum pyramidale; SR, stratum radiatum. Scale bar in A applies to all photomicrographs. Note that SOAT1, which functions
in cholesterol storage, is localized primarily in astrocytes, whereas MAPT, a target of hyperphosphorylation in AD, is localized
primarily in pyramidal neuron somata (SP) and dendrites (SR).
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some of which appear to have important implications for patho-
genic mechanisms, as discussed below.

Processes associated with general aging
Many more expression changes were associated with general ag-
ing than with selective cognitive status (Fig. 2, Table 3), indicative
of a broad impact of aging on hippocampal function. These gen-
eral aging changes revealed widespread downregulation of path-
ways for neurite/axon growth (Fig. 3E), cytoskeletal/extracellular
assembly, lipid synthesis/uptake (Fig. 3C), and transcriptional
and signal transduction, including Ca 2� signaling (Fig. 3D) pro-
cesses. The latter grouping (which includes Cacna1c) appears to
suggest that the increased L-type Ca 2� channel activity seen with
aging in hippocampal pyramidal neurons (Thibault et al., 1998,
2007) results from posttranslational modification or membrane
alterations rather than increased expression. Concomitantly,
there was widespread upregulation of pathways related to other
basic cellular and signaling processes (Table 3), including inflam-
mation/oxidative stress (Fig. 3J), lysosomal activity, ion trans-
port, lipid/protein metabolism (Fig. 3I), cholesterol transport
(Fig. 3H), TGF signaling, and cAMP/protein kinase A (PKA)-
related signaling [although a smaller cluster of PKA-related genes
was downregulated in AI at 5T, suggesting differential regulation
in separate compartments (Huang et al., 2006)].

Specifically, multiple lipid metabolic genes in the fatty acid
�-oxidation pathway were upregulated with general aging. In
parallel, genes encoding key enzymes for the metabolism of ke-
togenic amino acids (Aadat/Kat2, Fah, Ivd, Qdpr) also were up-
regulated (Fig. 3I). These degradative pathways yield precursors
for ketone bodies, apparently contradicting the traditional view
that the brain can use but not produce ketone bodies for energy.
In fact, our results show that the hippocampus expresses the
genes essential for ketogenesis (Acaa2, Hmgcs, Hmgcl; data up-
loaded to Gene Expression Omnibus under accession number
GSE5666), one of which (Acaa2) was increased in NT-A (supple-
mental Table B, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). Conversely, pyruvate flux through PDH, the rate lim-
iting enzyme for glucose oxidation, was apparently decreased.
That is, a major PDH subunit gene, Pdhb, was downregulated at
NT and 21PT-AG and in AI at 5T (see below), and several PDKs
(Pdk1, Pdk2, Pdk4), which inactivate PDH, were upregulated
with AG patterns, primarily at 5T.

Together, these alterations suggest an aging-related increased
reliance on hippocampal lipid and protein degradation, and con-
servation of glucose, in generating substrates for oxidative energy
production. Such changes may imply a reduction in overall en-
ergy generation, consistent with the extensive downregulation of
genes involved in mitochondrial electron transport (Blalock et
al., 2003).

Additionally, there was increased expression of genes in the
LXR pathway (Fig. 3H), which plays a major role in controlling
cholesterol transport/efflux and storage (Dietschy and Turley,
2001; Ory, 2004) and is primarily centered in astrocytes (Petanc-
eska et al., 2003; Abildayeva et al., 2006) (Fig. 4A). The relation-
ship, if any, of cholesterol transport activation to the major alter-
ations in metabolism/growth, discussed above, is not clear.
However, considering the expanding evidence of a link between
cholesterol and AD (Petanceska et al., 2002; Puglielli et al., 2003),
aging-related changes in the LXR pathway might well be associ-
ated with the increased risk of AD with normal brain aging.

IEG/growth-related pathways in AI
Against this backdrop of broad aging changes, AI animals selec-
tively showed downregulation in IEG/growth-related and insulin
receptor-signaling pathways at 5 d of training (Table 3, Fig. 3).
Several of the IEGs identified here can interact with one another
(Alder et al., 2003; Li et al., 2005), with neurite outgrowth (Levko-
vitz and Baraban, 2002) or with IGF or cAMP signaling (Bozon et
al., 2003; Keeton et al., 2003; Sartipy and Loskutoff, 2003). As
noted, however, their possible roles in memory/plasticity are not
fully understood. Interestingly, another recent microarray study
identified hippocampal genes that differed between AU and AI
rats (Burger et al., 2007). However, that study used different con-
trols and specifically excluded genes that differed with age. Con-
sequently, with few exceptions (e.g., Homer1, Nr4a1) (Blalock et
al., 2003), there was little overlap of identified genes with the
present study.

Glucose metabolism in AI
Genes encoding (glycogenolytic) phosphorylase kinase subunits
(Phka1, Phkg2), expressed exclusively in astrocytes (Pfeiffer et al.,
1992; Psarra et al., 1998), and the glucokinase (Gck) and Pdhb
genes were also downregulated selectively in AI at 5T. Astrocytes
contain the only glycogen reserve of the brain and provide in-
creased glucose/lactate to neurons during periods of high energy
demand (Chih et al., 2001; Pellerin, 2005). However, in AI, it
appears that glucose-using pathways are downregulated during
high demand (5T) (Fig. 3B). In addition, the parallel downregu-
lation of insulin receptor signaling at 5T (Fig. 3B) suggests that
such signaling may be important in glucose utilization in brain
(as in the periphery), although brain insulin signaling has also
been associated with neuronal plasticity (Zhao et al., 2004).

Upregulated notch/myelinogenic pathways in AI
Notch receptor signaling is important for oligodendrocyte spec-
ification and differentiation (Park et al., 2005), and Notch2 shows
sustained response to hippocampal excitotoxic damage (Ferrari-
Toninelli et al., 2003). Further, Notch1 and Notch2 exert oppos-
ing effects on some neural processes, including medulloblastoma
growth and cerebellar development (Fan et al., 2004). Here, op-
posite regulation of Notch2 (up) and Notch1 (down) occurred in
AI. Together, these observations raise the possibility that elevated
Notch2 signaling, potentially in response to an injury-like signal
during training, played a role in triggering remyelination pro-
grams. Upregulated myelinogenic processes have been correlated
previously with memory disorders and aging, via both genomic
(Blalock et al., 2003) and anatomic (Peters and Sethares, 2003)
analyses. In addition, we found here that myelinogenic expres-
sion was selectively elevated in AI at 21PT.

Changes selective for AU animals
AU, by definition, did not manifest clear cognitive changes with
aging. However, it is uncertain whether this cognitive stability
reflects greater resistance to the impact of aging on critical path-
ways or, instead, a greater capacity to maintain homeostasis via
compensatory alterations of other processes. One category that
was consistently upregulated in AU was receptor/signal trans-
duction (Table 3) (supplemental Tables A, C, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material), suggesting that AU may
increase expression in some receptor pathways to compensate for
the widespread aging-related decline in signaling pathways.

Training dependence of identified pathways (Fig. 3)
Among the pathways/categories shown in Figure 3, post hoc com-
parisons found no significant training-dependent effects in Y or
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AU animals. This suggests that any short-term effects of training
on expression had already abated by the end of the 5 d training
period. However, several AI processes exhibited significant (Fig.
3B,G, 	) or nearly significant training-dependent changes from
baseline (NT), apparently reflecting intermediate-term changes
in expression at 5T. Downregulated AI processes (Fig. 3A,B, IEG,
glucose utilization) recovered by 21PT, whereas upregulated AI
processes (Fig. 3F,G, Notch, myelinogenesis) were sustained at
21 d. A number of mechanisms could underlie this sustained
activation. As noted, Notch2 exhibits long-lasting increases in
response to damage. In addition, AI animals exhibit more sus-
tained elevations of glucocorticoids after stress (Issa et al., 1990;
Rowe et al., 1998; Bizon et al., 2001). Conceivably, this response
might impact cognitive function during or soon after training
(Shors et al., 1990; Bodnoff et al., 1995; Porter and Landfield,
1998; Bizon et al., 2001; McGaugh and Roozendaal, 2002) and
might extend gene activation in some pathways (Fig. 3G).

In contrast, generalized aging-associated (AG) processes were
relatively independent of training condition (Fig. 3C–E,H–J).

Thus, genes showing AG patterns appeared to reflect training-
independent, chronic alterations in expression set points. Addi-
tionally, in some AI-selective pathways (Fig. 3, A, IEG signaling,
G, myelinogenesis), training-dependent changes appeared to in-
teract with resting, baseline (NT) aging differences, exacerbating
the aging effect selectively in AI.

An integrative model of pathway alterations associated
with impairment
The present results reveal associations between gene expression
profiles and cognitive impairment. These associations may of
course reflect cause, effect, or incidental relationships between
cognitive impairment and gene expression changes. Neverthe-
less, close association is a key prediction of any causative hypoth-
esis and, therefore, can greatly narrow the range of candidate
causal factors and enhance the sophistication of models to be
tested by intervention approaches. An example of one possible
model of interactions among AI-selective processes is shown
schematically in Figure 5. In this view, glucose utilization cannot
be maintained in AI animals during intense neuronal activation
accompanying learning, leading to downregulation of glycogen-
olysis and pyruvate dehydrogenase [similar to events during
muscle exercise (Watt et al., 2004)] and, in turn, to coordinate
downregulation of some high-energy-using pathways (Table 3)
that enable or support plasticity mechanisms. Concomitantly,
this neuroenergetic insufficiency generates injury- or stress-like
signals that activate glial inflammatory and myelinogenic path-
ways, perhaps further disrupting cognitive processes.

Clearly, further studies will be needed to elucidate the cause–
effect relationships among these processes and the bases for se-
lective vulnerability of AI animals. Nevertheless, several novel
hippocampal pathways identified here may prove to be valuable
targets for interventions aimed at enhancing successful cognitive
aging.
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